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Meditating on the Robot: Analysis of Asimov's "Robot Stories" using the
Mandala Browser
Isaac Asimov is considered one of the bright lights of science fiction authorship. He is also one
of the most prolific authors of the genre; as well as roughly 500 novels, Asimov published hundreds of
short stories, several dozen of which can be categorized as his "robot stories" (Asimov, 1995). Typically
these stories contain a principal human character and a principal robot character, as well as any number
of supporting characters both robot and human. The project I have conceived is simple yet ambitious:
establishing a way of analysing these stories that will allow me to explore relationships with the robot
characters and identify how the figure of the robot is constructed. This paper describes my first attempt
at achieving this goal, and at the same time discusses the computational methods I have sampled in my
experimentation. It considers the role such methods can play in literary analysis, and more broadly their
place in humanities scholarship.
My project was conceived as an exploration, something purely speculative based on my interest
in Asimov's texts and the philosophical discourse that surrounds the figure of the robot. I wanted to
determine how the identity of the robot was constructed in Asimov's robot stories. By encoding all the
references to the principal robot character in these stories, I hoped to find patterns in its interactions
with the human characters; how do the humans perceive it? How do they treat it? How does it
perceive itself? In this way, I could take apart Asimov's robot and see what made it tick.

XML
When performing critical analysis, one of the benefits of XML is that it forces us to consider a
text's component parts. The tree structure compels us to organize the text in a hierarchy of meaning,
breaking it down into what DeRose et al. call "content objects" (1990). In this way, XML allows us to
explicitly perceive text as an "organized hierarchy of content objects" (OHCO). Disambiguation of
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"content objects" provides new perspectives to understanding the text, putting the finer semantic
details under a microscope and presenting a possibility of exploration that would otherwise be limited in
a print-based reading (Whalen, 2009; Smith, 2004). This can be of particular interest to the literary critic
whose goal is to seek out the interpretive potential of a text.
Encoding a text in XML is akin to close (or analytic) reading: it requires a careful and deliberate
examination of textual features, and is contingent on interpretation. Liu and Smith describe analytic
reading as "processing the text, often in nonlinear ways, to allow significant patterns to appear." (2008)
The print example of this is a scholarly edition that is well-padded with additional materials to provide
context. Such an edition allows a reader to place the text critically and historically, and provides a
jumping-off point to dive into its deconstruction. The potential of an electronic encoding (or
"descriptive markup", DeRose et al., 1990) of a text is far greater, however, since computers are
uniquely suited to the task of identifying patterns. The history of humanities computing as a field can be
cast largely as the study of how computers afford new and dynamic methods of discovering patterns
significant to humanities scholars, and is full of useful examples: most famously, Father Busa's
lemmatized concordance of Aquinas, Mosteller and Wallace's authorship study of the Federalist Papers,
and more recently Franco Moretti's graphing/mapping of the literary history of the novel (Moretti, 2005;
Hockey, 2004). In this project, I have used an XML encoding to explore the semantic features in a series
of texts via a rich prospect browser. Using the Mandala browser, I am able to visualize these features
and how they relate to each other. This new perspective lets me browse the text based on my
encoding—or, just as accurately, my reading—and identify patterns that I would have missed if I were
interacting with the text exclusively in print. Winder identifies this affordance of the digital medium,
explaining that "paper does not generate" whereas the computer does (2009); the Mandala generates a
visual representation by evaluating my XML interpretation of the text, a representation that itself can be
read and interpreted, leading to new insights about the source text.
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Stephen Ramsay draws the line between print-based reading and computer-assisted reading by
distinguishing "impressionistic criticism" and "algorithmic criticism", adding that, though different, these
concepts are not opposed (2003). "Impressionistic criticism" is scholarly analytic reading; "algorithmic
criticism" is the application of computer-assisted methods to analytic reading, with the intent to explore
rather than to justify. This is an important distinction to make, since it represents a fallacy that occurs
all too often in our field: in the humanities it seems particularly ineffectual to employ computer-assisted
methods as a means of legitimizing results with empirical data; rather, as Ramsay suggests with his
"algorithmic criticism" we should use such methods to contribute more richly to the critical discourse,
and to generate more questions instead of shoring up untenable answers.
My encoding of Asimov's texts falls within the realm of Ramsay's "algorithmic criticism" as highly
experimental. I have employed a methodology similar to Patricia Bart's encoding of the Huntington
manuscript of Piers Plowman, adopting what she calls "analytical proto-markup": a markup form that
does not conform to any standard, if carefully applied, can be useful to reveal patterns of potential
significance for future analysis (2006). Rather than rigorously adhering to the TEI guidelines, which
would inevitably have been insufficient given the unique semantic features I am interested in, I used a
non-standard form that allowed me to explore the murky boundaries of my object of study. In fact, my
encoding is based purely on the hunch that the data collected will reveal some sort of pattern about the
figure of the robot in Asimov's texts.

Mandala
Like the spiritual object from which it takes its name, the Mandala browser invites users to
meditate upon the levels of significance contained within it. The system is designed to study texts
encoded in XML1. All encoded content objects appear as dots on the periphery of the mandala. Users
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create circular "magnets" in the center by combining specific attributes and values from the available
tags, and these "magnets" attract the corresponding content objects from the periphery. A cloud of
dots then surrounds each magnet; sometimes content elements share the same value, and the browser
identifies that relation by connecting the dot to the corresponding "magnets". Dots can be selected
individually or as a group to view the text they represent in a side panel. Similarly, when selected,
"magnets" will display the text of all the corresponding content objects. Given the right selection of
attributes and values, or "axes", the mandala will reveal a network of linked content objects, patterns of
meaning that might otherwise have been missed (Ruecker, 2006)2.
The affordances of the Mandala browser can be described in terms of John Unsworth's notion of
scholarly primitives, the series of "self-understood" functions that scholars must daily perform (Ruecker
et al., 2008; Unsworth, 2000). In a paper reviewing several similar interfaces designed for text analysis,
Ruecker et al. identify four that are especially relevant to my own project:
"Discovering," Ruecker et al. write, "involves preliminary actions like seeking for repetitions and
detecting them." (2008) This is the initial purpose of my use of the Mandala browser. Selecting the
attributes I am most interested in, I am able to view what common type of content object repeats the
most, and which content objects are related. For instance, I can learn how many references to the
principal robot character (the Bard) in Asimov's "Someday" originate with the principal human character
(Niccolo), and how many of those references were "emotive" or "descriptive" in nature.
Comparing is facilitated in the browser by the ability to create multiple "magnets" to reveal the
links between different sets of content objects. I can compare the references to the Bard that originate
with Niccolo, with those that originate from the secondary human character, Paul, and determine what
sort of relationship exist between each of them and the Bard.
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Deconstructing occurs when I extrapolate the data revealed in the browser to draw conclusions
about the text (or series of texts). If Niccolo's interactions with the Bard are mostly "emotive" and Paul's
are mostly "interactive", I can infer that Niccolo has a greater emotional attachment to the robot than
Paul. The fact that the text is already encoded in XML and structured into content objects implies that
the deconstruction process has already begun in my encoding; it is from this preliminary process of
encoding that I am able to develop a "hunch" as to what features might reveal unique patterns.
Contextualizing, which places the network of content objects revealed in the mandala back in
the larger framework of the text (Ruecker, et al., 2008), is assisted by the side-panel that allows you to
view the text represented by each content object or set of content objects.
It is also useful to consider the Mandala browser in comparison to other approaches in the same
vein. In his examination of cascading summaries and how texts can be disambiguated digitally for
analytic reading, Winder suggests that cascading summaries can allow us "to page through blocks of
meaning rather than paging through blocks of signifiers, as we have done for centuries with the print
codex." (2009) The Mandala browser performs visually what Winder's cascading summaries do
textually, "chunking" content objects into meaningful groups and providing us a new way of
experiencing the text. Rather than paging through blocks of meaning, with the mandala we are clicking
through circles of meaning. This act of summarization is what Winder refers to as the "semantic codex"
(2009).
In a user study of the Mandala browser, Gainor et al. learned that the best feature of the
browser was the visual display, encouraging the exploration and discovery of patterns in an unusual yet
effective graphic representation (2009). Where the mandala failed was when users tried to use it as a
full-text search tool. This suggests that, in its current version, the browser is valuable in viewing and
analyzing content objects, but becomes cumbersome and unintuitive when users try to place them in
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the larger framework of the text (or series of texts), the primitive previously identified as
contextualizing. My own project proves that the Mandala can be a very valuable tool for
experimentation, particularly when the limits of research are not firmly established and the goal is to
determine precisely what they might be, performing "algorithmic criticism" of a series of texts.

The Robot
In 1939 Karel Čapek, who coined the word "robot" in his play R.U.R. (1921), wrote a response to
the growing popularity of the mechanical man, in which he captures the essence of the fierce tension it
manifests. The robot is, according to Čapek, two creatures. It is on the one hand an aberration borned
of our own "technological hubris", Frankenstein's monster; this creature, the "technological" robot,
lacks a will of its own and is passionless, soulless, sacrilegious, dangerous. On the other hand, it is an
ideal of humanity, representing what the human and what science can achieve. This "scientific" robot is
a vehicle for life, mysterious and wonderful and miraculous; it "strives for a soul". Čapek separates
these two opposing perspectives of the robot as mechanical (or technological) and scientific. His vision
of the robot in R.U.R., he writes, was inspired by the latter, but that the popularity of the former has
defeated it3. In his 1939 article, Čapek concedes defeat: "The world needed mechanical robots," he
writes, "for it believes in machines more than it believes in life."
Wilson and Haslam reiterate this same tension in their attempts to define "humanness" in
context of the debate over human modification (2009). Using folk psychology, they describe two
distinct ways people conceptualize "humanness". Human nature characterizes "humanness" as a set
universally innate attributes: desire, empathy, imaginativeness, individuality, and intellectual curiosity.
In this paradigm, people are "dehumanized" if they fail to exhibit these attributes, and are viewed as
machines (fig. 1). Wilson and Haslam associate human nature with the Romantic view of what it means
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to be human. On the other hand, human uniqueness defines "humanness" as the "civilising" qualities
that separate humans from non-human animals; they are socially-learned and culturally distinct,
acquired rather than innate, and separate from "base" emotions. The "dehumanized" in this case is
described as bestial, animalistic (fig. 2). Human uniqueness represents the Enlightenment perspective,
emphasizing "reason, civility, and the transcendence of nature". In their study, Wilson and Haslam
discovered that supporters of human modification conceived "humanness" from the human uniqueness
paradigm, and opponents of human modification more often conceived it in terms of human nature.
It is useful to define robots from within the posthuman framework. Čapek's "technological" and
"scientific" robots can be associated with Wilson and Haslam's two perspectives in the same way they
associate the Romantic and Enlightenment philosophies, simply by considering the role of the robot in
their terms. The robot is diametrically opposed to the human of human nature. It is inhuman, "other":
this is the "technological" robot Čapek describes, a slave constructed of "brass cogwheels", which lacks
emotion, warmth, imagination and agency. By contrast, what makes us human in terms of human
uniqueness is acquired, and therefore attainable for the robot that strives for that goal. This is Čapek's
scientific robot, a robot with a soul, representing the potential human ideal. This follows from Wilson
and Haslam's results of the folk psychologies on both sides of the human modification debate.
Moreover, the problem of constructing robot identity is expressed in the ambivalence
manifested by the conflict of these two perspectives. Geraci, in an article discussing the theological
implications of robots, identifies the two core emotions humans feel toward the robot: fear and
fascination (2007). He compares these emotions to the mysterium tremendum (the fear of God-asother) and the fascinans (the allure of "God's saving grace") the two attributes that comprise the
"numinous experience" (Otto, [1917] 1923); the "technological" robot embodies the mysterium
tremendum, while Čapek's "scientific" robot embodies the fascinans.
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Figure 1. The links between the conception of humanness as "human
nature" and the corresponding "mechanistic dehumanization" (from
Wilson & Haslam, 2009)

Figure 2. The links between the conception of humanness as "human
uniqueness" and the corresponding "animalistic dehumanization" (from
Wilson & Haslam, 2009)
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On the one hand, robots constructed from the perspective of human nature are imbued with a
fearful aspect, something so awfully not-human that it cannot be understood or trusted. On the other
hand, robots constructed from the perspective of human uniqueness are perceived as the source of our
mortal salvation. The qualities that make up human uniqueness represent an ideal, humans as
individuals are flawed, and the robot personifies the perfect human being (Geraci, 2007). We could
even extend this construction of the robot figure to include the promise of eternal life.
Rudolph Otto, in The Idea of the Holy, breaks down the "numinous"—"the irreducible
experience of the divine in human life" ([1917] 1923, p. 7)—even further, providing added insight into
how we construct the robot. The mysterium is "otherness": it is completely beyond human ability to
comprehend (p. 28). The tremendum is an overwhelming fear of God's wrath. This translates in
literature, for instance, in Asimov's three laws of robotics4. In Asimov's stories, the laws are instilled in
all robots to prevent them from harming humans, and yet throughout these stories there is a constant
tension; What if a robot learns to break these laws? How will it react, having thrown off the shackles of
its enslavement? Will it turn on its masters? The humans in Asimov's stories are continually anxious
about being attacked, destroyed, or replaced by robots. Could this be an expression of latent guilt, or
something more?
And yet the humans in Asimov's stories rely on robots in their daily routine. They would likely
not survive without them. Otto describes fascinans as "our desire to possess and be possessed by the
Holy" ([1917] 1923, p. 33; Geraci, 2007). When applied to the figure of the robot, the notion of
possession is substantiated in a number of ways. First there is physical desire; the desire to own and to
control is important to consider, when one of the most ambiguous qualities of the robot is deciding
whether it is an object or a person. Possession as property is a common theme in Asimov (e.g. the Bard
is considered as having no more agency than a book in "Someday") as is the problem of enslavement
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(e.g. in "Bicentennial Man" Andrew Martin must fight for several human generations to be awarded the
rights of the human being). Less obvious in Asimov, but certainly apparent elsewhere in science-fiction
is the sexualized robot. More insidious but just as pervasive is the desire to become like the robot (e.g.
in "Light Verse", Mrs. Lardner takes credit for her robot's light sculptures, gaining fame and respect for
something she could not do herself). It is in this desire to take on the qualities of the robot that we
relate with Otto's "numinous"; from the perspective of human uniqueness the robot is perceived as the
perfect being, and therefore it is what humans naturally strive to become. In the posthuman debate, the
robot is considered the next step in human evolution. Like Otto's numinous, however, fear and
fascination of robots are rarely separate. This "coincidence of opposites" is at the heart of how the
figure of the robot is constructed (Geraci, 2007).
Identifying how humans react to robots raises another critical issue about the figure of the
robot: agency. In Asimov's stories there are typically conflicting layers of perception regarding robot
agency. Most humans do not realize or acknowledge that the robot is anything more than a machine
until confronted with irrefutable evidence to the fact. There are few exceptions: Susan Calvin, the
recurring robopsychologist in Asimov's robot stories is one of the few characters that accepts robots as
individuals; she is also the most fearful of what robots might do if the laws they are programmed with
were to be circumvented. The reality in most of these cases, revealed generally from the point of view
of the principal robot character, is that robots do, in fact, have agency. The belief that robots do not
have agency, falling under the perspective of human nature, justifies the objectification of robots. A
reality of robots with agency demands that the definition of "person" be expanded to that which is
artificial, and problematizes the role that robots play in society. Again, the two perspectives on
humanness come into conflict. This problem is not unique to Asimov's stories, but pervades most
science-fiction literature.
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Encoding
Isaac Asimov's "robot stories" are a natural starting point for studying the identity construction
of the robot in science fiction. Each of these short stories typically contains a principal human character
and principal robot character, as well as a supporting cast of characters both human and mechanical.
My goal was to establish a basic method of encoding these stories that would allow me to map the
relationships of the robot characters and determine if there were common patterns in the way the
identity of the robot was formed. By answering the question "how are robots treated?" I could also
answer the problems of agency, humanization, and otherness that are so central in the construction of
the robot figure.
Every element, or tag, in XML represents a content object, and the tree structure of the
encoding determines the hierarchy and order of content objects. The root element is the primary
content object, essentially encompassing all other content objects within it. Since one of the main
purposes of this experimental study is to determine if there are patterns across multiple texts, I started
with the root element <CORPUS>. <CORPUS> contains any number of<STORY> elements, each one the
text of an Asimov robot story. Each <STORY> element contains< title>, <author>, and <body> tags.
Within the body tags are <p> tags, each designating a paragraph, and each paragraph contains <pr_ref>
("principal robot reference") tags. This element documents each instance in which the principal robot
character in a text is referenced. The <p> tag also contains tags that identify the first occurrence of a
character's name and their role in the text (e.g. <probot name="the Bard">the Bard</probot> identifies
the Bard in the story "Someday" as the principal robot character.)
The <pr_ref> tag contains most of the information I am interested in with my study, and as I will
demonstrate below it is the element that is evaluated with the Mandala browser. <pr_ref> assesses five
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important attributes of a given reference: the source, the source's name, the type of reference (i.e.
what's happening in the reference), and otherness.

<pr_ref src= "[nvoice | phuman | shuman |
probot | srobot]" sName="[character's name
(variable)]" sGender="[female | male | NA]"
type="[descriptive | emotive | interactive]"
otherness="[same | other | NA]"> [p.r.
reference] </pr_ref>

Source (@src): This attribute represents the source (most often the speaker, but not always) of
the interaction with the robot that is being described in the reference. There are five possible values for
this attribute, which match the role that the source plays in the text. 1) the narrative voice ("nvoice"), 2)
the principal human character ("phuman"), 3) a secondary human character ("shuman"), 4) the principal
robot character ("probot"), and 5) a secondary robot character ("srobot").
References in which the narrative voice is the source can suggest the unique perspective of the
implied narrator, and can subtly influence how the text creates the robot based on that perspective.
This is particularly interesting to consider when the perspective of the narrative voice is at odds with the
perspective represented in references with other sources, especially the principal human character (e.g.
"Light Verse") and the principal robot character (e.g. "Someday"). Identifying cases where the principal
robot is the source are also quite valuable, since they describe how the robot perceives itself.
Comparing references between the principal human character and the secondary human characters as
sources is useful as well, since not only do they measure varying perceptions and reactions to the robot,
they also map out the different relationships that exist with the robot in the text. Finally, sourcing the
secondary robot characters is also important in texts with multiple robots, since it illustrates how robots
interact with and identify each other5.
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It is important to note that the values for @src match the tags used to identify a character's
name and role: <phuman>, <shuman>, <probot>, and <srobot> .
Source Name (@sName): This attribute identifies the name of the character, which should
match the value given in the character name tags previously mentioned (e.g. sName="the Bard"). This
attribute is particularly useful when evaluating a single text in the corpus, or when comparing the
references belonging to a specific character with the trend based on that character's role in the entire
corpus. The latter permits us to see whether that character is typical or atypical in its treatment of the
robot.
Source Gender (@sGender): This attribute identifies the gender of the source (male, female, or
not applicable). It is especially useful when evaluating the relationships of human characters with the
robot, since allows us to compare them based on gender. Do men and women interact differently with
robots in these texts?
Type (@type): This attribute analyses what is happening in the reference. There are three
different 'types' of references: descriptive, emotive, and interactive. The reference type is important
because it helps define the robots relationships.
Assigning type to a reference is difficult and demands a careful reading of the text. When
deciding what type a reference is, the encoder must ask "what is this reference doing in relation to the
robot and the source?" Potentially type can vary based on interpretation; in cases when a content
object clearly contains a reference to the robot character but the significance of it can be typified in
multiple ways, type is assigned based on a simple and logical hierarchy. A descriptive reference is
typically neutral, and does not do anything besides describe the robot. A reference is 'interactive' when
there is action being exerted upon, by, or otherwise involving the robot; since such a reference is
describing the interaction, it is also in a sense describing the robot, and thus an interactive reference is
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both 'interactive' and 'descriptive'. A reference is 'emotive' when it implies an emotional response to,
because of, or by the robot; an emotional response will necessarily consist of an interaction with the
robot, which in turn describes the robot based on the emotion involved. In other words, an 'emotive'
reference is also 'interactive' and 'descriptive', an 'interactive' reference is also 'descriptive', and a
descriptive reference is merely that (fig. 3).
Even when these rules are rigorously followed, it is important to note that assigning type relies
heavily on the encoder's interpretation, and emphasizes how closely this activity is related to analytic
reading, as previously described (Liu & Smith, 2008).
Examples of each type of reference:
descriptive: "Once upon a time, there was a little computer named the Bard who lived all alone
with cruel step-people." ("Someday")
"The robot sat as though it were cast out of one piece of metal, and it would stay so
until it heard its name again." ("Robot Dreams")
"I wouldn't call it poetry in light. That's far too kind. At most, I would say it was
mere light verse. " ("Light Verse")
interactive: ""Last night I dreamed," said LVX-1, calmly." ("Robot Dreams")
"They struck him and kept him in lonely rooms for months at a time." ("Someday")
"... She always addressed her robots with the most formal courtesy." ("Light Verse")

Otherness (@otherness): Otherness is perhaps the most difficult attribute to pin down. It has
three possible values: "other", "same", and "NA" (not applicable). My method of determining otherness
relies heavily on the research I have done on the figure of the robot in popular science fiction and the
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comprehensive explanation of it that I have provided above. Identifying this feature is important
because it evaluates the way the robot is perceived, that is, the identity that sources ascribe to it.

Figure 3. Order and organisation of reference types.

The value of "other" is assigned when the reference identifies the robot in opposition to that
which is "human", that is, from the perspective of human nature (Wilson & Haslam, 2009). Whenever
the reference characterizes the robot as "human-like", that is, from the perspective of human
uniqueness, it is assigned the value of "same". If the reference is unclear or completely neutral, it is
assigned the value of "NA". In this way it is possible to determine if the robot is constructed more as an
"other" figure or as an ideal human, and in which texts. This information can help establish the features
of texts that do one or the other, as well as measure the tension between the two perspectives in a
single text or an entire corpus.
Assigning otherness can be an elusive task, since it is possible for it to only be obliquely implied
in the reference. When Niccolo says of the Bard, for instance, "It's terrible," he is implying that the
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robot does not perform as well as he wishes. This might not necessarily mean that the robot is "other".
Underlying Niccolo's statement, however, is the idea that the Bard is just an inanimate object, a thing;
this is clear from the context of the story. So the reference does, in fact, have the attribute "other". It is
important to recognize the importance of context and character motivation. Sometimes the only
difference between a reference that is "other" and "same" is based on what has come before in the text.
Examples of otherness:
other: "And the First Law, Elvex, which is the most important of all, is 'A robot may not injure a
human being, or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.'" ("Robot
Dreams")
"He had the front panel off and peered in." ("Someday")
"They are constructed to follow orders, and the more clearly you give those orders, the
more efficiently they follow them." ("Light Verse")
same: "Last night I dreamed," said LVX-1, calmly. ("Robot Dreams")
"It was never the same twice, and never failed to explore new experimental avenues of
art." ("Light Verse")
"...An adult, listening, might almost have thought that the voice carried a hint of passion
in it, a trace of near feeling." ("Someday")

Sometimes a sentence might contain two or three references with different attributes. In these
cases it is possible to nest references.
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Analysis
I selected three Asimov robot stories to encode: "Someday", "Robot Dreams", and "Light Verse".
All three are quite short, between 1500 and 3500 words in length. Each one contains unique features,
with characters of different ages, genders, and backgrounds, and with various motivations. They all deal
with a principal robot; one is a simple storytelling robot, one is a robot with an experimental brain that
has learned to dream, and one is a maladjusted artistic genius. Together they make up a fair sampling
of Asimov's robot stories, and reveal interesting patterns in the construction of the robot's identity in
these texts.
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Figure 4. In this mandala we see that all the references associated with the narrative voice are
'descriptive'. This suggests that, at least in most circumstances, the narrative voice lacks the agency to
interact with the robot. It is important to note that all three stories are written in the third person,
which encourages a passive voice. An encoding might reveal that a first person narrative allows the
narrative voice the ability to interact with other characters in the text.

Figure 5. This mandala displays the different types of references in which the principal human character
is the source. An examination of the mandala will determine that the descriptive (31 matches) and
interactive references (32 matches) are evenly split, while there are a little more than half as many
emotive references (19 matches).
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Some of the references are shared; the magnets that illustrate three colours share references.
This occurs when references are nested, and is particularly useful in determining where the tension in
identifying the nature of robot relationships is most explicit.
Take a look at the two references that are both emotive and interactive:

Mrs. Lardner shook her head. "Once a robot is in my house," she said,
"and has performed his duties, any minor eccentricities must be borne
with. I will not have him manhandled." ("Light Verse")

In this example Mrs. Lardner (the principal human) is the source of both references. She is
discussing the treatment of the robots in her household (including the principal robot character).
"Bearing" the robots' eccentricities represents the 'interaction', and the emotional response is implied in
the head shake and her firmly stating that she will not have her robots "manhandled". Both suggest an
emotional attachment to the robots.
It is also noteworthy that both references were valued as "same" in terms of otherness; Mrs.
Lardner perceives the robots as "people", and this is clear in both references.

Calvin removed the electron gun from her pocket and Linda stared at it
with fascination. One burst of its electrons at a robotic cranium and the
positronic brain paths would be neutralized and enough energy would
be released to fuse the robot-brain into an inert ingot. ("Robot Dreams")
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In this example there are two human characters interacting with the robot character. Susan
Calvin, the principal human, removes a gun from her pocket that is later used on the robot. Linda, the
secondary human, recognizes what the gun is for, and reacts with "fascination"; given the context, her
fascination is a combination of horror and relief. She has accidentally created a robot that can dream,
and through the act of dreaming, potentially bypass the three laws of robotics. She does not want to
lose all the time and research she has put into the robot, but at the same time is terrified of its potential,
and realizes that it will likely have to be destroyed.
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Figure 6. This mandala illustrates the different types of references associated with the secondary human
character. The references are primarily interactive, with less than half as many emotive references,
which speaks to the role the secondary human tends to play in Asimov's robot stories. In both
"Someday" and "Light Verse", the secondary human characters will act upon the robot but do not form
the same kind of emotional attachment the principal human will. This is not the case in "Robot
Dreams", where the roles appear to be reversed; in my reading of the text I cast Susan Calvin in the role
of principal human, although arguably the principal human could be Linda, which would bear out the
results from the other two texts.
One of the reasons I chose to encode "Robot Dreams", however, was because of Susan Calvin as
a unique recurring figure in the robot stories. If we were to evaluate Susan Calvin from the discourse of
posthumanism (Wilson & Haslam, 2009), it would be very difficult to place her as "human" from the
human nature paradigm. She is consistently described in these stories as passionless, cold, clinical, and
robotic. It would be interesting to see what a re-encoding of "Robot Dreams" would reveal of Calvin
were I to use a "principal human reference" tag, with all the same attributes as <pr_ref>.
It is likely that the unique "robot-like" characteristics that describe Susan Calvin skewed the
results somewhat by assigning less emotive references to the principal human character and more to
the secondary human character (see comparisons from individual texts in fig. 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6,
"Appendix 1: Images").
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Figure 7. This mandala shows the types of references in which the principal robot itself is the source.
The majority of these references are interactive, meaning that they describe the robot interacting with
other characters. It is interesting to note that there are six references originating with the principal
robot that represent an emotional response. One of these is a shared reference:

"My robots love me." ("Light Verse")

In this example, Mrs. Lardner is describing the shared connection she feels with her robots. She
is the source of the descriptive reference, and nested within it is an emotive reference identifying that
the principal robot loves her. It is impossible to tell from the text whether the robot does in fact feel
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love for her, but it is enough that it is perceived as such since it represents both a "human-like" bond
between the principal human character and the robot, as well as a marker identifying the robot as a
person rather than a thing.

Figure 8. This mandala represents the otherness implied in all references originating with the narrative
voice. Most references identify the principal robot as an "other" figure, something wholly not-human,
typically less of a person than a thing.
Two references are shared, both occurring in "Light Verse", the text which most clearly
illustrates an opposition in perspectives between the narrative voice and the principal human. Both
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contain a nested reference that has the principal human as source and the value of "same". Here is one
example that explains how this is possible:

She kept even Max, although he was almost helpless. ("Light Verse")
In this example, the narrative describes how misguided Mrs. Lardner keeps Max (the principal
robot character), even though it is so maladjusted as to be nearly "helpless" to perform the tasks
typically assigned to such robots. Clearly the reference in this context depicts the robot as "other".
However, the sentence can also be interpreted as how Mrs. Lardner, in her compassion "keeps" Max like
a child to be taken care of. In that context, the reference originates with the principal human character
and implies that the robot is more of a person than a thing.
This reference is especially noteworthy, since later on in the text Mrs. Lardner herself uses the
word "helpless" to describe Max in precisely this way: "I’ve had him for years. He’s completely harmless
and quite a dear."
The fact that the narrative voice tends to characterize the robot as "other" suggests that the
prevailing paradigm in these robot stories is that of human nature. As a result, it is even more striking
(as it is in "Light Verse") when the characters hold conflicting perspectives.
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Figure 9. This mandala represents the otherness implied in all references originating with the principal
human. In the texts analysed, there are 45 instances of "other" references and 34 instances of "same"
references. It shows a relatively even balance between the two perspectives, strongly demonstrating
that perception of the robot is conflicted. The role of principal human character will lean heavily one
way or the other when the principal human in a single text is examined (see fig. 9.1, 9.2, 9.3 in
"Appendix 1: Images"), but results average out when the overall pattern is analysed.
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Figure 10. In this mandala the otherness implied by references originating with a secondary human
character are overwhelmingly valued as "other". This suggests that, unlike the role of principal human,
in Asimov's robot stories the secondary human is used almost exclusively to represent the perspective of
human nature. In this sense, the secondary human character fulfills a role much like that of the
narrative voice, that is, to establish a prevailing point of view that is constantly being challenged by
situations and events that occur in the text (usually in the form of references that originate with the
principal robot, and less often with the principal human).
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Figure 11. Perhaps the most interesting of all the mandalas examined so far is this one, which identifies
all instances of otherness in references that originate with the principal robot character. What makes
this mandala so interesting is that the references are overwhelmingly valued as "same", suggesting that
the robot—not unexpectedly—perceives itself as a person, from the point of view of human uniqueness.
It is the perspective of the robot itself in Asimov's robot stories that makes the best argument for
Capek's "scientific robot", and problematizes the perspective of the robot as "other".

Conclusion
It is important to emphasize, in the spirit of "algorithmic criticism", that the purpose of using
XML and the Mandala browser is not to provide conclusive answers but—as Asimov writes of a robot's
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light-sculptures—"to explore new experimental avenues of art" (Ramsay, 2003). This is precisely what I
have done, using computational strategies to reveal new and interesting features of texts. This
examination of Asimov's robot stories inspires us to ask questions about whether the robot is a unique
figure in modern literature, or a variation on the theme of otherness that pervades literatures
throughout history. It also tantalizes with suggestive patterns about how Asimov created robot identity
in his stories, and hints at the possibilities of applying the same analysis in other science-fiction texts
(Philip K. Dick's novels, for example).
This paper represents merely a first attempt, a trial to see what XML and Mandala could afford
for analysis. The results are extremely promising, and an encoding of a complete corpus of Asimov's
robot stories is an important next step. Adaptations to the encoding as well present intriguing avenues
of experimentation, for instance, an examination of Susan Calvin, a human character, in these texts and
a comparison with the patterns revealed by principal robot references. Such an adaptation might reveal
that Calvin is constructed by the text the same way that the robot is constructed, with similar conflicting
perspectives. What does that say about how we perceive "humanness"? Alternatives to XML are also
possible choices for future study; Liu and Smith's relational database model offers interesting
possibilities for more in-depth research and collaboration (2008).
An XML encoding that strictly conformed to the TEI guidelines would not have so easily offered
up the sort of information my simple improvisation has provided. In the humanities especially it is
necessary that our methodology meets the needs of our object of study, and not make the mistake of
rigorously attending the rules of scientific enquiry in the hope that it will legitimize the research we do
as humanities and arts scholars. I am by no means an experienced coder, rather like Bart (2006) I have
had to rise to the challenges and learn on-the-job. Anyone with a willingness to experiment would be
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able to reproduce or adapt what I have done with XML and the Mandala browser to explore other texts.
What I propose is simply an alternate form of literary analysis.

1

The current version prototype can be accessed on the official website, and requires Java 6 to operate. Mandala:
Rich Prospect Browser. (2009, October 8). URL (http://mandala.humviz.org/).
2
For visual examples of the Mandala browser, please refer to "Appendix 1: Images".
3
This is perhaps ironic of Čapek, given that R.U.R. ends in the annihilation of the human race. Of the play, Asimov
writes, " Capek's play is, in my own opinion, a terribly bad one, but it is immortal for that one word. It contributed
the word "robot" not only to English but, through English, to all the languages in which science fiction is now
written." (Asimov, 1979)
4
Asimov's three laws of robotics are:
1. A robot may not injure a human being, or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.
2. A robot must obey the orders given it by human beings except where such orders would conflict with
the First Law.
3. A robot must protect its own existence so long as such protection does not conflict with the First or
Second Laws.
5
Unfortunately my current selection of texts does not include a story with a secondary robot character.
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Appendix 1: Images

This section collects all the images used in this paper, as well as any supplemental figures that
are relevant to the project.

Figure 1. The links between the conception of humanness as "human nature" and the
corresponding "mechanistic dehumanization" (from Wilson & Haslam, 2009)

Figure 2. The links between the conception of humanness as "human uniqueness" and
the corresponding "animalistic dehumanization" (from Wilson & Haslam, 2009)
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Figure 3. Order and organisation of reference types.
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Figure 4. Narrative voice reference types.
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Figure 5. Principle human reference types.
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Figure 6. Secondary human reference types.
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Figure 6.1.Reference types for Susan Calvin, principal human character ("Robot
Dreams").
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Figure 6.2. Reference types for Linda, secondary human character ("Robot Dreams").
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Figure 6.3. Reference types for Mrs. Lardner, principal human character ("Light Verse").
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Figure 6.4. Reference types for John Semper Travis, secondary human character ("Light
Verse").
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Figure 6.5. Reference types for Niccolo, principal human character ("Someday").
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Figure 6.6. Reference types for Paul, secondary human character ("Someday").
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Figure 7. Principal robot reference types.
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Figure 8. Narrative voice—otherness.
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Figure 9. Principal human—otherness.
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Figure 9.1. Otherness with Mrs. Lardner, principal character ("Light Verse")
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Figure 9.2. Otherness with Susan Calvin, principal character ("Robot Dreams")
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Figure 9.3. Otherness with Niccolo, principal character ("Someday")
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Figure 10. Secondary human—otherness.
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Figure 11. Principal robot—otherness.

